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	Why Should You Switch to a Metal-Free Dental Crown?
	 January 30, 2024
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 3:09 pm 


	
		




You may be used to having a dental crown made entirely out of metal. However, your current crown will eventually need to be replaced. When that time comes, you should consider switching to a metal-free restoration. There are several advantages to trading a metal crown for a metal-free one; below are 4 particularly important examples.
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	Will It Hurt to Have Your Teeth Cleaned?
	 January 20, 2024
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 2:00 pm 


	
		




It has been a long time since you last visited the dentist. Lately, you have been thinking of changing that by scheduling a preventive dentistry appointment. However, you can’t help but feel nervous, especially when it comes to the cleaning; will it hurt? To help you put your mind at ease for your upcoming dental visit, here is what you can expect when it comes to discomfort.
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	5 Complications of Slipping Dentures
	 December 21, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 2:30 am 


	
		Dentures are more realistic than ever before, thanks to new technologies and materials. They should fit snugly on top of your gum tissue, only relying on suction to stay in place. However, the shape of your mouth will change over time, which can cause your dentures to slip. Although it may seem like nothing more than an annoyance, here are 5 complications linked to poorly fitting dentures that you shouldn’t ignore.
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	Questions to Ask During Your Dental Implant Consultation
	 December 19, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 4:01 am 


	
		If you’re ready to join more than 500,000 Americans this year who are investing in dental implants to replace lost teeth, you’re making a great choice. A consultation with your dentist is your first step toward a complete, beautiful smile. Dental implants are a big decision, but don’t worry. Here are a few important questions to ask your dentist during your consultation to feel confident in the investment you’re making.
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	Smile Sensations: Why Is Cosmetic Dentistry So Popular Now?
	 November 17, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 3:31 pm 


	
		




It’s no secret that everyone wants to have a smile they’re proud of. However, there has been an increase in the number of people getting cosmetic dentistry in recent years—more than normal. But why is that? Cosmetic dentistry has been around for decades, so why is it getting so popular now?




If you want to learn more about the rise in popularity of these dental designs, continue reading.
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	4 Ways to Prevent Red Wine Tooth Stains During the Holidays
	 November 2, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 3:53 pm 


	
		




The foods and drinks are one of the best parts of the holidays. From pies and cakes to egg nog and specialty lattes, the array of indulgences is limitless. However, amidst the joy, it’s essential to be mindful of the potential impact on our smiles. While not quite a dental emergency, red wine, a common holiday favorite, can leave lasting stains on our teeth, affecting the radiance of our smiles in those cherished holiday photos. To preserve the brightness of your teeth, let’s explore some tips on preventing those wine stains.
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	4 Reasons to Be Thankful for Your Dentist this Thanksgiving
	 October 20, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 6:07 pm 


	
		





This Thanksgiving, there are probably quite a few things in your life that you’re thankful for: loving friends and family, time off from school or work, and of course, a dinner table loaded with all your favorite festive dishes and desserts! But there is one other thing, or rather, one person that you should be certain to show your appreciation to this year—your trusted dentist! Keep reading below to learn a little more about the things your dentist does for your oral well-being all year long: without them, you probably wouldn’t smile very often!
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	4 Tips to Help You Keep Your Smile Bright All October Long
	 October 1, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 6:50 pm 


	
		




October is here, which means Halloween is right around the corner—and you’re probably feeling pretty excited to celebrate the spooky season this year! But you shouldn’t spend all thirty-one days this month with solely candy, costumes, and scary movies in mind; you shouldn’t also keep tabs on your oral hygiene! In honor of Dental Hygiene Month this October, here are some must-know tips from your dentist that are certain to help you maintain a bright and healthy set of pearly whites all month long—and beyond!
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	Which Is Best: Porcelain or Composite Veneers?
	 September 26, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 5:24 pm 


	
		




The appearance of our smile plays a big role in how we feel about ourselves and having perfectly even, bright teeth has become the ideal. If you’re unhappy about flaws in your teeth, you’re not alone! Cosmetic dentists have helped millions of patients like you address aesthetic imperfections with dental veneers.




These thin, shell-like covers are bonded to the front of your pearly whites to address issues like minor gaps, slightly chipped or crooked teeth, and discoloration. There’s more than one type, though, and it’s important for patients to be informed. If you’re considering veneers, keep reading to learn about the two main types to decide which is best for you!
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	Maximizing Your Dental Insurance Benefits: 3 Useful Tips
	 September 20, 2023
	Filed under: Uncategorized —  demartinodental @ 3:12 pm 


	
		




The National Association of Dental Plans has found that only 2.8% of people with PPO dental plans meet their annual maximums every year. In other words, the vast majority of individuals with dental insurance are not taking full advantage of their benefits, meaning they are missing out on important opportunities to save money on oral health care. Want to maximize your dental insurance benefits? Your dentist has 3 tips that can help.
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